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The Land of Free Things: How objects escape their identities

Focusing on a small historical landfill of Mandatory Tel Aviv, the paper ponders the fate of a
multitude of discarded objects and the entity they collectively brought into existence. It
begins with an exploration of the landfill as a material archive, which subsequently unfolds
into a discussion of surface and underground. It is through these notions that the violence of
exclusion is made apparent and the separation from the human sphere is achieved. And it is
here that freedom comes forth: once as a freedom from the social order in which the things
played their humble roles, and once as the freedom of artificial objects and substances to
follow their own course.
The study of the landfill (2016-) is an interdisciplinary one, led by an Archaeologist and an
Anthropologist. This paper expounds mainly anthropological aspects of the project.
Key words: material archive, trash, surface, Anthropocene, science fiction.

Many tales of human hubris tell a story that ends in destruction, due to our
failure to control our own creations. Regardless of their literary and rhetorical
aspects, human control over entities they create has always been limited in its scope.
And contrary to more dramatized accounts of creations that have escaped our grasp,
most of them are subject to the rather mundane and commonplace circumstances of
abandonment and rejection. This is something that archaeologists testify to on a
regular basis, persistently conjuring artificial entities and formations that resided for
centuries or millennia beyond our control and awareness. Just like we need not
dramatize the processes by which entities escape our control, so we need not
overstate how their being beyond us can come to our attention. They need not “come
back” as formidable monsters, as bombs that wipe out cities, or as machines
that turn against their creators. It is enough that they prove us incapable of
comprehending them, naming them, saying what they are.

I would like to suggest that landfills constitute a particularly telling example of this
phenomenon; that they are durable entities, the result of acts of rejection and
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alienation that purposefully position them outside the human sphere both practically
and consciously.
Such a landfill is our site of research. It was a garbage dump that served the
town of Tel Aviv for about 15 years or so between the late 1930s and the early
1950s. Circling a calcarenite kurkar hillock, it consists of a substantial volume of
deposits, comprised of a wide range of materials and objects (glass, metal, rubber,
leather, ceramic, charred wood and seeds, textiles, bricks, bones, etc.), enveloped in
fine grained matrices of quartz sand and ash; and its outline is clearly delimited by
the surface above and geological layers below.
In the grant proposal, the Mikveh Israel1 Rubbish Project was described as
one which "takes this site as its proper object of research. It approaches the landfill
as aphysical cultural construct, a repository for all those things society preferred to rid
itself of and repress. Being both a social and a physical phenomenon, the project is
structured as a combined anthropological-archaeological endeavour. Broadly stated,
anthropology will serve to understand the site as a cultural construct, whereas
archaeology will provide access into its physical constitution."
Upon receiveng the grant money, Assaf Nativ (archaeologist), Arbel Levi
(collector of Israeliana) and I (anthropologist) invited Yaron Balslev (geo-historian)
and Gilad Steinberg (geologist) to join our team. After three seasons of digging the
landfill, learning its history, studying its geology and sorting some 500 lbs. of
materials, we felt it was time to find out whether we can indeed decipher and
reconstruct the site as "a repository for all those things society preferred to rid itself
of."

As the archeologist was oscillating between the overlapping concepts
of “landfill," “waste" and “archaeology,” I felt a need to revisit an initial
perception we have had of the Mikveh Israel landfill as Mandatory Tel Aviv’s
Material Archive. Thus, the paper will outline the attempts to understand the
site as an archive and how they unfolded into notions of surface, upsidedown, and underground – till they got covered by anthropogenic layers.
There, without the human agency, a land of free things seems to exist bearing
possible insights into the outcomes of processes by which entities escape our
control.
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Material Archive
Archive, as a site, a metaphor and an idea, can be quite helpful if one is
careful enough not to overuse it. Israeli art historian and critic Gideon Efrat,
shared his "Archive Doubts" following a visit to the “Pendant Letters”
exhibition.2 Efrat contended that the art world has been thematizing the
Archive since the first half of the 1920s, much before Foucault and Derrida
refreshed our understandings of it (Efrat 2014), urging as well as criticizing the
"archival turn" (Stoler 2002). Nevertheless, he conceded, the writings of these
philosophers have considerably changed the status assigned to the “Archive”
within contemporary academic research and art making. According to him, a
visit to municipal or other archives may prove rather interesting, or even
exciting, but the trendy code word “archive” in itself is incapable of producing
the magic associated with art. Thus, he continued, visiting an archival
exhibition can be quite boring sometimes.
As someone who recently spent hours upon hours working in an archive (the
Tel Aviv Municipal Archives), I can easily agree with the great importance
allotted to it both as a work site and as an idea and attest to its captivating
and exciting nature. In summer 2016, I delved into documents kept in the
archive of the Tel Aviv Department of Sanitation in an effort to figure out how
and why the city’s refuse found its way to the Mikveh Israel landfill where we
were excavating at the time. I wanted to trace the paper trail of the burgeoning
consciousness of a new community with growing surpluses that necessitated
organized disposal and removal from the public sphere. I tried to understand
the regulating mechanism of refuse treatment that had evolved over the years
and detect its sources of inspiration. The main protagonists of the archival
story traveled to Constantinople, Jenin, and Alexandria to study how garbage
was treated in those Levantine cities. I found out that these newcomers to
Palestine already thought of recycling, waste-to-energy, quantitative and
qualitative characterization of waste generation according to neighborhoods,
etc. I traced the movements of these men and those of the sanitation workers
who transported the waste from the city to the landfill. My tracking traced
"fresh foot prints" along the route I was following for quite a while already.
Finding out that Yaron Balslev, a Ph.D. student at the time, was working on
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the infrastructure of Mandatory Tel Aviv, I invited him to join our team. After a
while we were able to reconstruct a rather coherent history of the landfill
(Balslev 2016), and to analyze it in light of the literature on the later history of
global waste management (Douny 2007, Hawkins 2006, Strasser 2014,
Zimiring 2012, Zsuzsa 2007).
A. Unloading a truck at Mikve Israel landfill 1938. Curtesy of the Jabotinsky Institute
Archive
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B. Sorting the trash at Mikve Israel landfill 1938. Curtesy of the Jabotinsky Institute
Archive

More and more objects of various materials found in the dig offered an
opening for a possible story: The emergence of local glass industry, wine
production, soft drinks, dairy products, electricity, construction, things the
immigrants brought with them, import etc.
But the same “archive doubts,” which bothered Efrat, began creeping into our
minds. Although we could have continued to treat the landfill as the “material
archive of mandatory Tel Aviv,” we wanted to remove the inverted commas,
distance ourselves from the metaphor and see whether the site itself does
indeed qualify as an archive.
Archives are produced through actions of sequencing, sorting, classifying
regulating etc. This is also the case with trash. “Trash,” writes Historian Ann
Strasser, “is created by sorting. […] Sorting appears everywhere in the
historical evidence about trash” (Strasser 2014: 5). Trash (and likewise an
archive) is actually defined as such by the very act of sorting, and thus calls
for a social investigation. Rather than concentrating on the heaps of objects,
which seemingly accumulate by themselves and become trash, such a
sociology investigates the taxonomic rules that define it as such: rural sorting
and urban sorting, rich people’s and poor people's trash sorting, private and
public sorting, legal and illegal sorting, recicable and undegradebla trash, and
so forth. One can’t discard an object in whatever way one chooses, not even
a chewed-up piece of gum. The treatment of superfluous things is a public
affair. Any disposal of things that were part of our life is subjected to clear
social regulation, and any regulation presupposes sorting and classification.
Trash, like the Archive, is a post-sorted entity. This is why Efrat sees the
archive as a collection of buried socio/cultural traces (Foucault 1972), which
speaks the language of a cemetery (Derrida 1995). And this is why, we
conceive the archive as a social product of sorting and classification, and as a
burial ground or a cache of material traces. Thus, the archeologist among us
opted for a theoretical route to the “archeological” qua anything that is buried
(Nativ 2018) and the anthropologist gained a novel, unconventional access to
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sociological practices of sorting. We have applied the Foucauldian concept of
“the archive” to this material, non-textual, world and heeded to Derrida’s
recommendation to dig deep beneath the surface. But beyond the
resemblances of archive material and landfill stuff – stood an essential
difference. Archives are meant to keep things – while landfills are supposed to
get rid of them in one way or another.
In order to work “along the archival grain” as Stoler puts it, we have to try and
understand the Mikve Israel landfill, or the “material archive of mandatory Tel
Aviv,” as a waste-puzzle, a cemetery, a space of things, whole or broken,
intermingled with each other and with sediments. Can we do this without
deconstructing the site, and if its deconstruction must be archaeological by its
nature, isn’t its reconstruction a sine qua non for its understanding?
Are we, as scholars, capable of halting or, at least, suspending the process of
re-sorting and re-classifying Can I expect that by halting the reconstruction,
the matters as they are, would teach me a sociological lesson beyond trivial
classifications.
Since I was also the ethnographer of the dig, I hoped that my field notes could
lead me through this maze of questions.

***

July 2017
An Ethnographic Interlude
During our second excavation season, a combination of onerous physical
labor and exceptionally high temperatures created an atmosphere similar to
that of extreme sports. I could easily compare it to that year’s tour de France,
which I used to watch on TV in the evenings. Each team competing in the
Tour consists of one or two leaders and a group of support riders
(“domestiques"). Success in the Tour is usually a result of meticulous
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cooperation. It seems that the same rule applied to our work. The excavation
director, young archeologist Assaf, was aided by two archeology graduate
students, Alon and Talia, and together they made up the leading professional
nucleus of the project. Arbel and I arrived there to work, to dig, to sift, to rinse,
to buy food, and make tahini. Once the daily yield was rinsed and partly
sorted on the trays, Assaf proceeded to register the finds, moving the labels
from the buckets and the bags to the trays. Thus, all the glass shards, the
metal items, the bones, the botanical matter, the porcelain ware, the
ceramics, the building materials, the small remnants of timber, the charcoal
and the rubber, and the textile fragments were paired with tags indicating the
respective areas they were found in (A, B, or C) and the respective strata
where they were dug. After all of us went home, Assaf used to return to the
site to draw the layers and cross-sections and bid the pit goodnight.
Archeologists work hard. It seems therefore somewhat strange that so many
people fantasize on working with them. Maybe, like anthropology, the
combination between the field work and the library creates this magic spell.
Both disciplines still regard the “field” as the locus of "truth.” However, in
archeology, the “field” is much more disciplined. Its practitioners have adopted
and internalized the rules of natural sciences and abide by strict research
methodologies to which was added in recent years a variety of novel
technologies.
As the days went by, I could tell that Assaf is very uncomfortable around the
sorting area. His discontent grew concomitantly with the build up of the clean
piles. The landfill was disappearing in front of our eyes, metamorposing into
well registered sorted separated objects. At the same time, this unease didn’t
reflect on his and our work on the excavation site. There, the pit, the crosssections, the strata, the sediment, the cleaning, the recording and the rest of
the professional acts remained as they “should be.” In the warehouse, he was
trying to find ways to free himself and the finds from the method, to freshen
his mind and way of thinking; to break the rules, to overlook the obvious
possibility to restore the clean archeological fragments that awaited
“redemption”; to ignore Talia’s pleas to find a special box for a small olive
wood figurine of a camel, part of which she found in one of the buckets, to let
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the buttons fall back into the piles, to take a deep breath and look straight in
the eye of the chaotic landfill.
The tension between the uncompromising rigorous preliminary approach to
everything found in the pit and the wish to refrain from conservative sorting
and treatment accompanied the entire project. Assaf saw it as a challenge
posed by the landfill as a site, and I gladly joined in. It was an exciting
experience to feel the finds with my hands, to have my nose filled with dust,
my cloths soiled, my hair sticky, to be exposed to the scorching heat, to have
the glass shards cut my hands and my fingers wrinkled after two or three
hours of rinsing the finds; to encounter an object during the dig, re-encounter
it during the preliminary screening and again, by now as an old acquaintance,
as it came out of the washing bowl, and to put it on a tray knowing that I was
going to lose it. I had to let it sink in an infinite ocean of glassware, disappear
among coral-like metal lumps in the landfill reef. And in the case of chinaware,
I had to come to terms with the unceremonious placing of a porcelain plate
bearing a maker’s mark on its reverse together with its pedigree-less
counterparts.
Our interference in the landfill is a violent one. We transgress it with our
pickaxes, trowels, hand brooms, brushes and even drills and backhoe
loaders. Our encroachment is done in an orderly, supervised, documented,
licensed and publicly funded manner; we come to these objects and rattle
them some ninety years after they were pronounced dead and were buried.
We move, clean, purify, rinse, rearrange, register, and expose them to the
scorching sun – look at them and read them: the inscription on this beer bottle
reads, “Made in Canada,” and that bottle is from New Zealand; this beautiful
porcelain fragment is inscribed “Arabia – Made in Finland (Soumi)”; and here
we have bottles of local beverages produced by firms such as Assis, Carmel
Vinery, Tnuva Palestine – “To be returned washed and clean”; “Made in
Czechoslovakia” and “Made in Nazareth” is inscribed on the ceramic parts of
a hookah and another one was made in Lebanon; British shampoo vials; jars
of Bovril meat extract paste that was seemingly popular among the Brits in
mandatory Palestine. We read the inscriptions and Arbel googles them
conducting an online “lineup.” These are moments of sheer joy and intimacy –
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the objects regain their social and cultural significance. Now they have again
a homeland and an identity, a name and use value, and some of them even
possess a prestigious pedigree. They are brought back to an imaginary past,
when they stood on tables in little mandatory Tel Aviv, emitted fragrant smoke
in Levantine cafés, sold at commissaries of the armies which camped here.
They were produced, packaged and crossed continents and seas before
arriving here, where they were sold, consumed, used and discarded. Then,
bent, expired, rotten, and used through and through they became redundant.
Thrown to the house’s corners they were later expelled from the private- to
the public sphere, to the next remote, removed, buried and hidden chapter of
their life.
During that summer, simultaneous with our fieldwork, a new water pipeline
was installed near the excavation site. For this purpose, about 25 feet deep
and about 2.5 miles long trench was dug bordering on excavation area A. Half
of the trench passed through the dump, unintentionally redefining the Mikveh
Israel Landfill Excavation Project. As is well known, many rescue
archeological excavations are conducted in advance or as a result of
construction and development projects. In our case, there wasn’t a causal
connection between the archeological and engineering initiatives, but the
dialogue between them was rather interesting. The scientific team followed
closely the contractors’ actions, examined the stratification revealed in the
area south of the Ayalon River leading to the dump and took pictures of the
different color layers, from the red loam to the golden sands and Kurkar.
These layers were like a wide-open book and although we didn’t mean to read
it scientifically, we couldn’t refrain from looking at it. Our way of understanding
the stratification went through the pit and the earth “snakes” we extracted that
summer from 12 holes created by rig drilling and reaching a depth of twenty
feet. These “snakes” were marked, numbered, carefully wrapped in plastic
sheets and sent to the lab of geologist Dr. Gilad Steinberg for scientific
analysis.
While Alon, Talia, Assaf and I continued our work in pits A and C, Arbel was
often walking behind the power shovels and bulldozers. Somewhat like a bird
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hopping over a furrow in search for earthworms, he was looking for things,
particularly "nice bottles."
The bottles picked up by Arbel were taken from the area in a special bucket to
the warehouse where they were placed in a separate corner designated for a
crate of “beautiful things.” The “beautiful things” collected by Arbel couldn’t be
considered as scientific finds because they weren’t excavated. Nevertheless,
we used them as our “presenters” vis-à-vis visitors. We took them out of their
corner and showed them with pride. The smiling faces of the visitors attested
to these objects’ evocative potential (Turkle 2007). People were reminded of
and referred to archaic local and imported beverages – soda pop, orange
juice, Carmel Mizrahi wine, British, Canadian Australian beer, and South
African and New Zealand spring water. These “bastard” objects, these
foundlings, unregistered children, also include a lead Hanukah menorah and a
Meissen porcelain plate, which like the rest of the items in this crate don’t
have a proper “ID,” even though we know a great deal more about their
biography than about that of most of the “legitimate” finds. The speed of the
power shovels had a bewildering impact on Arbel. Apparently, it was a dream
come true for this bottle collector: a fleet of heavy machinery turning the soil
for him in an area filled with treasures. But, as a matter of fact, the revealed
abundance and the clear knowledge that much more was still hidden there
overwhelmed him. From his air-conditioned cabin, the bulldozer operator
watched with empathy as Arbel ran around in that hottest July in twenty years.
They were talking with each other in a voiceless dialogue, creating a sign
language that would secure Arbel’s physical well-being and their successful
collaboration. Like a gentle giant, the excavator would sometimes lift a huge
mound of dirt with its shovel and lay it softly at the feet of Arbel, as if saying:
here you are, perhaps there is something you might like in this pile.
In a way, Arbel’s parallel enterprise was a source of consolation for us in our
self-imposed scientific tyranny. The corner of beautiful things in the remotest
part of the warehouse assured us that we were actually dealing with a
material world of restorable cultural identities and social functions. For
reasons of scientific rigor, both Assaf and I wanted to suspend any
restoration. The desire to restore the objects to their previous life was
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considered an intellectual faux pas and became the butt of many jokes around
the washing and sorting tables.
“Here are two fragments of a beautiful plate, which I totally don’t intend to put
together, or here is an interesting inscription we haven’t seen before saying
‘product of the north count[y]’ or ‘count[ry],’ but it doesn’t matter, anyway I
can’t look for the other part of the base of this lovely bottle – Assaf won’t allow
it…”
Assaf assumed the role of a strict scientist and played it faithfully, albeit with
self-reflective humor. He was looking at Arbel like a father at a mischievous
child. He represented a scientific superego vis-à-vis a child who can still act
upon the urges of its id. This arrangement worked for the benefit of all of us.
With the tractors digging blindly in the landfill, we unintentionally got more
than we bargained for.
Archeologists tend to visit each other during excavations. Such curious guests
also arrived in our site. We were quite delighted with this implied recognition
of the potential import of our endeavors (after all we were digging trash) and
with the opportunity for on-site exchange of ideas.3 Based on the previous
excavation season, I already learnt that archeologists know how to behave in
an excavation site, what to ask, what they want to see, how to evaluate a well
dug hole and promising cross-sections. A short ritual takes place at the
warehouse before going to the excavation site to examine the “well of truth.”
There begins a professional discussion based on the “reading” of the
excavation, which continues all the way back to the sorting station, where
more often than not coffee is cooked on a portable stove and served. Assaf,
Arbel and I invited various people to the site and the same rituals repeated
themselves with some variations depending on the guest and the host.
Treading together the fields of Mikveh Israel, the joint walk, into and from the
excavation, produced moments of intimacy and a possible mutual
collaboration. The fact that the site was open to visitors enhanced the ethos of
scientific transparency; an open lab. Nothing was concealed, as it were. But
the details presented changed from one visitor to another – what one showed
to whom and why? what was Einav from Israel Plant Gene Bank interested
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in? what was Oren, the geomorphologist, interested in? and what did Ran of
the Antiquities Authority, who had uncovered an enormous WWI bottle
warehouse of the British Army, want to see? And the guests from the Society
for Preservation of Israel Heritage Sites? And our partners in the Dan Region
Association of Towns? And the landowners in Mikveh Israel? What were they
expecting? (Edgeworth 1991).
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c.Sorted objects ready for an onsite exhibition. 2017. Photograph Tamar Elor
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d. some of our “specials”. 2017
The various excavations that took place in the site made it even harder to
refrain from sorting and classifications. Each excavation had its own
motivations, methods, agents and intentions. It could have become an
awesome subject for a sociological research project, but we didn’t want to
expand our sorting matrices, at least not immediately. As the excavation’s
ethnographer, I sought ways to describe the uneasiness surrounding that
sorting. As such, I tried to find valid alternative ways to understand what was
unearthed. Anyway, I found myself orbiting around the crust of the earth – the
veil that separates ours as well as the objects’ social spheres from those of
the buried ones. Suddenly, it dawned on me that perhaps I happened upon
the land of free things, a space where humans are not part of their life
anymore and thus it cannot constitute an archive. In this place, they run their
own affairs by themselves along with new partners. The entire landfill is
anthropogenic, namely: it was constituted by human agency, but once they
were left to their own devices, their life continued. Can I find a way to
understand this life?
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The thought of an underworld of free material agents who act upon each other
without human intervention, was exciting. What the hell were they doing down
there?

Surface, Upside Up, Upside Down, and Underground
“There is nothing you can dominate as easily as a flat surface of a few square
meters; there is nothing hidden or convoluted, no shadows, no double
entendre.”
-

Bruno Latour 1986: 25

The term “surface” is fragile. It denotes superficiality, ostensibility, masking, or
prima facie, which might imply that there is something more substantial
“beneath the surface.”
Archeology goes far down beneath what meets the eye to unveil the face
hidden below the surface, to challenge the visible face and complete it, to
transform our face (Feige 2011).
To the humble means at the disposal of archaeology were added recently
sub-miniature cameras for borehole inspection and ground-penetrating radar
to image the subsurface as well as new methods of minimally intrusive soil
coring.
The more perfected the visualization and the imaging are, the more the desire
to understand whatever lies beneath the surface without breaking, shaking
and taking out parts of it will be satisfied. In the meantime, most of what lies
there remains unknown to us and hence mysterious. As such, it has become
a frequent subject matter of works of art and fiction, which often complement
the understanding and the representation of the visible and the invisible.
The Duffer brothers, for example, introduced the concept of a “world turned
upside down” in their Stranger Things TV series (Netflix, 2016-2018). The
series is set in the fictional town of Hawkins, Indiana, in the 1980s. Nothing
happens in this sleepy midwestern cliché of a town. However, beneath its
surface exists a completely different world, or in the words of Mike, one of the
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series’ protagonists: "a dimension that is a dark reflection, or echo of our
world. It is a place of decay and death, a plane out of phase, a place of
monsters. It is right next to you and you do not even see it."
The upper and under worlds are analogous topographically. Both have roads,
ways and routes. The dark and damp upside-down world is inhabited with
hybrids. Its routes are covered with vegetal/beasty membranes and vines.
The underground routes are also filled with predatory
beasty/vegetative/humanoid hybrids called Demogorgons. They resemble
muscular dogs; whose heads look like a carnivorous plant complete with
sharp teeth. However, they can sometimes walk upright and communicate
with people. Their subsurface existence didn’t bother those living above it until
a girl, who was abducted to be used as a “guinea pig” in a secluded laboratory
at the town’s outskirts, unintentionally opened an interdimensional gateway.
Thus, the under-world got out of control and started interfering with the life
above. The protagonists attempt to put an end to the subsurface chaos, and
to close the interdimensional portals. Their attempts can be looked at as a
lesson in anthropological methods for knowing and communicating with the
other/s. They use love, friendship, motherly commitment, technology and lots
of imagination to handle the crisis. At the end of the series’ second season,
peace is restored in the upper world, but the viewers are left wondering
whether it is a real and lasting peace or only a superficial one.4
In our case, the things existing beneath the surface were discarded and
buried there intentionally; even though some of them might have found their
way to the dump by omission rather than by commission, they were all
excluded from the social sphere and doomed to underground internment.
They had rested in their burial place for at least ninety years. What have they
been doing down there all this time? What were they doing in the Upside
Down, in a non-social world, where they were of no use, where they could
only interact with each other and effect their inanimate and growing
environment? Did they create a parallel, reversed or other world of their own?
The Upside Down presupposes an almost binary reversal of our world. In the
Duffer brothers’ TV series, we have seen that a binary opposition was used
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and challenged at the same time thus offering complex relations between the
spheres beyond binarism. Perhaps the Upside Down is actually an
“underground” world, a space that not necessarily abides by the rules of the
upper world and thus could potentially also undermine the latter’s social order.
The order of the underground world is determined by the agents that inhabit it.
In the case of the landfill, they are post participants of the upper world, who
now act without human agency.
What kind of life do they conduct underground, and what sort of order/s (if
any) do they create? According to the team’s geologist Gilad Shteinberg, an
anthropogenic enterprise is at work down there. Namely: anthropogenic (or
cultural) objects, which are in a sense our agents, have finished interacting
with us and acting on our behalf and have become free agents, who
consistently work beneath the surface, creating a new layer. Eventually,
argues Gilad, they will become soil. In other words, fragments of
cultural/human-made objects will transform into a geological stratum in a way
that one won’t be able to distinguish between its cultural and “natural”
components. The underground work of these objects will distance them even
further from us. We removed them from our social sphere, and they, in turn,
have merged with the nonsocial, or “natural,” as we tend to call it; the soil,
animals, vegetation, rocks, winds etc.
The process that brings about this fusion of anthropogenic matter with
“nature” is an infinite process of breaking and disintegration; e.g., if a
plate gets broken in our house and we fail in our attempts to mend it, we
throw it away, but its disintegration doesn’t end here. Each jolting and
movement will certainly further its fragmentation. And then, once it reaches its
resting place, its fragmentation will continue. But now, it will do so without
human mediation. Its cultural siblings that were also tossed away will help it
and themselves in this incessant process of disintegration. The communal
underground life produces contacts, frictions, erosions, etc., which urge the
continuation of the process of disintegration and fusion. In their free land, they
create their own Demogorgons.
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Notwithstanding the metaphoric language of under- versus upper worlds, we
are not dealing here with binary mirror image, but rather with merging and
sabotaging with every attempt of sorting and separating. Thus, the
excavation disrupts this process, severs it, re-creates the division between
the objects and their non-human environment. It takes their parts and
fragments out of their new context, sorts, washes, cleans, purifies,
reconstructs, and stitches them together. And moreover, it reinstates the
anthropogenic matter in socially ordered spaces.5 This work is certainly
against the grain.
The ability to resist the temptation to “put the pieces together” is greater when
these pieces are only a hundred-year old trash. On the other hand, when one
deals with “antiques,” one is consumed by a will to reconstruct and mend.
However, since the antiquities of today are the waste of the past and the
waste of the present is the antiquities of the future, it’s worthwhile to learn
something from our humble objects about the archaeological and
anthropological in general; and even more so about our need to assemble,
mend and retrieve, or, in sociological language, to restore the social order.
Archaeological literature deals with the complex motivations of archaeologists
and the link between these motivations, which drive them to explore the
subsurface and the things that happen on the face of the earth.
Our attempt to understand the trash puzzle as a “land of free things” is related
to these objects’ underground modus operandi. It’s inspired by the
anthropological tradition and literature which seeks to learn from the “material
world” or the “world of materials, of matter in flow” (Ingold 2010: 8), namely
from the processes they’re involved in along with their ecological partners.
These processes clearly bespeak of continuous division, as well as of the
extreme fusion and splicing of materials. An appropriate anthropological move
would require us to refrain from imposing our obsessive desire for order on
this world, and instead take our cue from it and from the different space
organization patterns it offers (Edensor 2005).
Conceiving the landfill as the land of free things, which keep on acting on and
activating themselves and their environment, marks them as vivid participants
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in the creation of an anthropogenic stratum. And as such they’re, no doubt,
agents of the Anthropocene.

Monsters of the Anthropocene

"Rather than writing straightforward ethnographies, anthropologists are
increasingly turning to cross- and trans-disciplinary engagements—with art
and artists […], natural sciences and scientists […], and stories and
storytelling […]—to overcome the limits of disciplinary knowledges, practices,
and barriers."
-

Liana Chua and Hannah Fair 2019: 9

Anthropology has related all along to "monsters." The ecology of the unreal
has been described and analyzed as part of human culture (religion,
mythology, healing, etc). But in order for the monsters to make sense, they
had to go through human acts of purification and conversion.
The contemporary monsters of the Anthropocene arrive after an ontological
turn. As such, they do not aspire to conquer a sensible place within the
human. They are simply here, and although they contain anthropogenic
elements, they are larger than the Anthropos6. They refuse to under go acts of
purification or conversion. They create a logic of their own and since it’s for us
to decipher it, many of us seem to turn to science fiction in search for some
clues.
For Gabriel Hecht, the Anthropocene is a thought-provoking and imagination
expanding concept that stretches beyond its geological definitions: “Thinking
with the Anthropocene expands our vision of time and space. […] The
Anthropocene gains traction over the present by predicting the future, […]”
(Hecht 2018: 113).

This elusive and intriguing new concept may be used as an overarching
concept for various processes. Thus far, mainly used by environment and
earth sciences, it focuses on the tremendous environmental damages caused
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by humans.7 For anthropologists (as well as for artists, TV series makers, and
science fiction writers), the concept of the Anthropocene presents an
opportunity to take one more step away from self-evident binary
classifications (Chua and Fair 2019). By allowing one to cross the surface’s
threshold and connect the upside with the underground, it further blurs the
distinction between “nature” and “culture,” vegetal, animated and unanimated
(Tsing 2015, Haraway 2015), the past, the present and the future (Barad
2017), fiction and reality, and classical and quantum mechanics. Not merely a
geological era, the Anthropocene is a space for reflection, it lets the
imagination argue its own logic, which (for the time being) defies complete
substantiation (and perhaps will always do so). It’s the first era to be named
after us and along with the responsibility this entails, it also presents us with
an opportunity to creatively set free our imagination.
To quote Gabriel Hecht, "in science-fiction dreams of interstellar travel,
characters travel distances unbridgeable by conventions of Newtonian
mechanics. They arrive at impossible destinations, worlds that teach them
new ways of seeing and being. Let’s attempt similarly impossible journeys"
(Hecht 2018: 115).
Be it as it may, what can the Anthropocene tell us about the landfill? The
moment the objects were left to their own devices, they started acting on their
own selves and on each other in a way that removed the excavation site from
the category of a landfill. Erosion, disintegration and adhesion, fusion and
division don’t leave behind clearly identifiable fragments amenable to
classification and re-cataloguing; the objects have committed suicide,
gradually gnawing not only on each other’s social identity but also on their
cultural characteristics as man-made artefacts. Most of them preformed a
Houdini act of disappearance and simply vanished, leaving us with 20% of
what was originally dumped at the landfill.8 Now, as we rediscover them after
a century of work in the land of free things, we find that most of them have
relinquished their former identity.
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E.Anthropogenic Soil. 2017. Photograph Tamar Elor.

Scholars of material culture have tried for years to figure out the nature of the
agency of material things. The landfill, no doubt, qualifies as a source of
knowledge in this regard. Once removed from the social, the things we
encountered in the landfill seem to have interacted with and acted in their new
ecology. Their activity (or agency) deconstructed their former identities. Thus,
if we were able to identify anything, it is only because we arrived there too
early.

Notes
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1

Mikveh Israel (est. 1870) is a youth village and an agricultural school located some 5 miles to the
south of Tel Aviv. The young city of Tel Aviv (est. 1909) paid the owners of the school for dumping its
garbage on the outskirts of their fields. The landfill was active throughout the British Mandate over
Palestine.
2

“Pendant Letters” by Dor Guez (founder of the Christian Palestinian Archive [CPA], 2009), Dvir
Gallery, Tel Aviv, 2014.
3

th

Such a practice is alien to anthropologists, even though during the first half of the 20 century,
many of them worked together (like their archeologist counterparts) in groups or “expeditions.”
Today, a visit of an anthropologist in her colleague’s field site is a rare occurrence.
4

The third season was released in Spring 2019.
Such as museums, exhibitions, collections etc.
6
See for example "our monster", the one we found in the landfill (Nativ 2019).
7
Mainly governed by "male ways of thinking," as noted by Tsing (Tsing 2015).
5
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